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Clematis Street, known for its bars and restaurants, is seeing an influx of young professionals in West Palm Beach. 

Photographer: Eva Marie Uzcategui/Bloomberg

Wall Street South Builds Its Own New York to Lure Younger
Crowd
As Goldman Sachs and other big firms move in, developers plan a Manhattan-style
makeover to Florida’s West Palm Beach.
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The old Wall Street has Harry’s, the venerable watering-hole that feted power-brokers of American finance.
Now the striving new Wall Street — the one in Florida — is getting a Harry’s too.

The original Harry’s, on Hanover Square, in lower Manhattan, was surrounded in its heyday by now-faded
names like Kidder Peabody, Dillon Read and First Boston. The new one, near Rosemary Square, in West Palm
Beach, will count among its neighbors Goldman Sachs Group Inc. and Steve Cohen’s Point72 Asset
Management.

It’s a gold-plated exclamation point to the moves now afoot to attract more New Yorkers to tax-friendly Florida. After the
Covid-19 pandemic supercharged a migration of Manhattan elite — fueling a surge in the region’s luxury real estate, golf-
club memberships and private-school enrollments — local developers and entrepreneurs are working to transform once-
sleepy West Palm Beach into a thriving center of finance.

Amanda L Gordon Sridhar Natarajan Natalie Wong
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Harry’s iconic restaurant in New York will soon open a second location in West Palm Beach. 
Photographer: Jeenah Moon/Bloomberg

That means new power-dining perches, after-work bars, gleaming towers and even an entirely new neighborhood that
nods to Manhattan’s West Village. NYU Langone and Mount Sinai have doctors on the ground. One private school has
hired an enrollment director straight from the Upper East Side’s Hewitt School. Talks have begun for a university
campus modeled after New York’s Cornell Tech.

All of it carries the prospect of appealing to financiers who may not quite be ready to leave New York City’s grit and
glamour behind.

“Sometimes I take pictures when I drive around, because it’s not going to look like this in a year,” said Janice Savin
Williams, a partner at investment bank Siebert Williams Shank, who moved to West Palm from Manhattan in January
2019. She marvels at the influx of younger people congregating on Clematis Street, historically the main drag for bars
and restaurants. 
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Rosemary Square in West Palm Beach’s business district. 
Photographer: Eva Marie Uzcategui/Bloomberg

 

West Palm Beach was once largely ignored by the seasonal residents of the island of Palm Beach, the moneyed
wonderland to the east. Then came amenities such as the Kravis Center for the Performing Arts, a four-story Restoration
Hardware, hotels, artist studios and an expanded Norton Museum of Art. The Bristol, West Palm’s first ultra-luxury
waterfront condominium, opened in 2019.  
 
The Bristol sold out after Covid hit. In nearby neighborhoods El Cid and SoSo, homes were snapped up at record prices. 

The Bristol condominium sold out after Covid hit. 
Photographer: Eva Marie Uzcategui/Bloomberg

But the biggest bets on West Palm Beach during Covid came from Stephen Ross’s Related Cos., which first entered the
market two decades ago. It now owns most of the Class A office space downtown, including the tower it completed this Copy Link
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summer, 360 Rosemary, with a terracotta design that some New Yorkers say reminds them of 10 Bond Street.

See also: Wall Street’s Palm Beach Foray Fuels Developer Rush for Offices

It’s this building — where Harry’s and its sister pizza joint Adrienne’s will open in about a year — where the dream of a
Wall Street South is being stoked, having lured the biggest name of them all, Goldman Sachs. 

“Once Goldman signed a lease, I think that was a tremendous signal to others, to say it may not be a bad thing to have a
presence,” said Keith James, West Palm Beach’s mayor.

Goldman Sachs leased space in West Palm Beach’s 360 Rosemary.
Photographer: Eva Marie Uzcategui/Bloomberg

Goldman Sachs leased space for 350 seats, with plans to fill it with staffers across divisions, according to people familiar
with the matter. While that’s a sliver of the size of its downtown Manhattan headquarters, it’s a much bigger footprint
than the more typical West Palm Beach offices for private equity and hedge-fund firms. A Goldman spokesperson
declined to comment on the bank’s plans. 
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Some of the company’s most senior trading executives are expected to base themselves there. That includes Ricardo
Mora, who runs the firm’s Latin America business; top credit trader Jason Brauth; and Marc Nachmann, co-head of
trading, who’s long called Florida his home. 

But uptake among mid-career and more junior bankers has been lukewarm.

There are challenges to getting more New Yorkers to move from the world’s financial capital. Mid-career workers may be
entrenched with families or a spouse’s job; singles would have to adjust to a more limited dating pool. So do people who
might want to switch jobs.

For all the hype, the future of south Florida’s transformation is still unclear, said Laura Lofaro, chief executive officer of
Sterling Resources International, an executive-search and consulting firm specializing in financial services.

“Nothing is set in stone,” she said. “If this continues and you have big producers located there, then it would only make
sense to put the juniors eventually around them, because they learn by observation on how to cover a client.”
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Rosemary Square 
Photographer: Eva Marie Uzcategui/Bloomberg

Florida also has become a bellwether for the impacts of climate change, while the uncertainties of the pandemic loom
large. The state has seen an explosion of Covid cases that has led to friction between local officials and Republican
Governor Ron DeSantis over virus rules.

For people such as Michael Weaver, who moved from New York in January to become the director of business strate�y at
Voloridge Investment Management, the appeal of the Sunshine State is straightforward. His golf handicap is down to an
8. The tab for eight beers at The Woods, for a group of co-workers, came to $24. He gets back up to New York for work
and fun on a regular basis; he’ll be there during the U.S. Open.

“A lot of people that are making the move down have figured out that they can enjoy New York on their own terms,” said
Weaver, 47. “That seems to be a common thread among the finance people who are now in Florida: We want to continue
to be in the business but don’t want to pay the implicit and explicit costs anymore.”

Private schools are on the front lines of the Northeast inflow. Some parents from New York decided not to relocate
because they couldn’t secure a slot at the prestigious Benjamin School, said school head David Faus. At the Greene
School, families that moved during Covid all decided to re-enroll.
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Parents from the Northeast are looking to secure spots in private schools such as the prestigious
Benjamin School in North Palm Beach. 
Photographer: Eva Marie Uzcategui/Bloomberg

“We weren’t sure if they were just taking a sabbatical and coming down here and once the pandemic would wind down,
if they’d just go back to New York schools,” said Jeff Greene, co-founder of the school and a billionaire developer with his
own towers going up in West Palm Beach. “They’ve all stayed.”

Ned Grace, who moved to West Palm Beach eight years ago as a 27-year-old from New York, is betting more young adults
will come. The co-founder of real estate firm NDT Development brought on the owners of Manhattan’s 310 Bowery as
partners in 123 Datura, a bar north of the Clematis Street drag that touts its “NYC roots” on its website. Since it opened in
2017, it’s become the clubhouse for 20-something transplants, especially on Sundays. 
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123 Datura touts its “NYC roots” on its website. 
Photographer: Eva Marie Uzcategui/Bloomberg

NDT and Place Projects, which developed Miami’s Wynwood neighborhood, have bought a whole block of commercial
buildings to assemble into retail, dining and eventually housing and office space. They’ve named it NoRA — after its
location on North Railroad Avenue — and will repurpose 1920s industrial buildings and bring in cobblestone streets “like
in the West Village,” Grace said.

Related is hoping to make New Yorkers feel like insiders the moment they arrive. It’s developing a concierge service for
tenants at all its properties that will assist on relocation and help with a restaurant reservation, a haircut, a fishing trip or
even a private plane up to Martha’s Vineyard.

North Railroad Avenue
Photographer: Eva Marie Uzcategui/Bloomberg
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The company is building a 21-story luxury apartment tower in West Palm Beach that will feature a golf simulator, an
outdoor elevated basketball court and a private dining room with a chef’s kitchen. Ken Himmel, president and CEO of
Related Urban, said it’s also planning three golf courses on 1,200 acres north of Palm Beach, so newcomers can bypass
the long waiting lists at the elite clubs.

At 360 Rosemary, the signs for Harry’s are going up this week. The restaurant will feature the New York location’s
signature beef wellington and martini bar. Peter Poulakakos, son of founder Harry Poulakakos, said he’s planning to
spend most of his time in Florida — his wife and kids are fans of the weather, even though the family deeply loves New
York.

“Everything has its benefits and throwbacks,” he said. “We have had amazing years in NYC but plan to have many great
moments in Florida.”

 

— With assistance by Pratish Narayanan
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